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Identify Priorities
Units that successfully integrate sustainability into their
strategic plan are able to find the “sweet spot” where internal
abilities meet external opportunities. This convergence of
internal and external realities is where a unit will discover
its unique contribution to Penn State’s sustainability vision.
When you have completed this step, you will have:
• An understanding of how sustainability challenges impact
your unit
• A list of potential strategic priorities in sustainability

Strategy Starts With Looking Outside
Strategic sustainability starts with a look at the sustainability
challenges that have the greatest impact on an organization—
and that are most impacted by that organization. For example,
if you are a unit that generates a lot of waste, you may want
to focus on waste minimization strategies. Likewise, if you
are at a campus in or near an urban area and in a unit that
works directly with students, you may want to create learning
opportunities for students to engage with urban sustainability
challenges, such as food insecurity or affordable housing.
A unit can analyze how these challenges translate into risks
and opportunities. Then the question becomes, “What will our

Company/Organization

Tip for the Facilitator
This step may be the most challenging—and most
important. Take some time to look over the graphic “Global
Challenges” on the next page as it communicates a key
message about how sustainability challenges present
strategic opportunities. Be sure the team understands this
concept before moving on. The sustainability Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) could
either be done individually and then the group would come
back together to share ideas, OR you could go through it
as a whole group. Either way, eventually you will want to
list the sustainability challenges, opportunities, threats,
strengths, weaknesses, etc. on a whiteboard or sheets of
paper. Again, make sure you have someone who can write
down all the comments.
Above and beyond: Just doing this step is going above
and beyond.

strategic response be?” Understanding sustainability challenges
is key to the processes in this section. The table below is meant
to provide further illustration of what is meant by “sustainability challenges” and how they matter to various organizations.

Relevant Sustainability Challenges

Google

Energy use/renewable energy; digital divide

Nike

Material scarcity, waste management, and
supply chain issues, including environmental
and labor relations

Dow Chemical

Waste management in chemical manufacturing; toxicity of synthetic chemicals; renewable
sources of chemicals

City of Philadelphia

Affordable housing, energy and emissions,
food security, poverty
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Step 3: Identify Priorities continued

The graphic below presents a list of “sustainability challenges”
that the consultant KPMG has put together. The list is not
exhaustive, and your team is encouraged to add to it. It is a
generic example of how sustainability challenges translate into

risks and opportunities for higher education. Also revealed are
the potential strategies that could be employed to capture the
opportunities and avoid the risks.

Global Challenges Lead to Strategic Opportunities for Higher Education8

Sustainability
challenges

...translate to colleges
and universities as

and lead to
these strategies

Climate Change

RISKS

Population Growth

Students, grad schools and
employers look elsewhere

New research areas,
particularly cross-disciplinary

Energy & Fuel
Water Scarcity
Material Resource Scarcity
Wealth Disparity
Urbanization
Food Security
Ecosystem Decline
Add your own challenges, if you’d like:

Misalignment between
national research priorities and
university capacities
Community needs unmatched
by university capacities
Price volatility and increasing
operating costs

OPPORTUNITIES

New curricular and co-curricular
programs to meet demand
Strategic partnerships with external
stakeholders in industry, government
New technologies and approaches
to reducing operating costs and
total cost of ownership
Living laboratory strategies to
unite efforts in teaching, research,
outreach, and operations

Demand for sustainability-related
courses, research opportunities
and learning outcomes
New funding and revenue sources
Reduced operating costs
Innovation and tech transfer

Sustainability challenges translate into risks and opportunities for the
companies mentioned earlier and for higher education. Such challenges
exist at various scales around your unit, from the local to the regional,
state, national, and international level. Remember that sustainability is a
shift in understanding—an understanding that we are connected to these
issues; they are not outside of our sphere of control or influence.
This new strategic sustainability perspective creates opportunities where
none existed before.
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8
The global sustainability challenges listed were taken from KPMG’s
report Expect the Unexpected (2012) KPMG International
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Worksheet
Sustainability
SWOT (sSWOT)9
The Sustainability SWOT
developed by the World
Resources Institute (WRI) is
a way of identifying how an
organization can recognize
the opportunities embedded
in sustainability challenges.
The sSWOT begins with
sustainability challenges
and explores how their
impacts flow through an
organization, creating new
value-adding ways to apply
unique strengths to accelerate
solutions to environmental
and social issues. Use the
Opportunity Finder report to
help inform the discussion.

6 Where will we focus that will have

Act

7 What can we do in the

Prioritize

near term, mid term and
long term?

the greatest positive impact on one
or more of these challenges while
increasing organizational viability?

4 In what ways can we

Strengths

Weaknesses

apply our strengths to
sustainability challenges?

2 Where are the

5 What internal weaknesses
are revealed by sustainability
challenges?

Opportunities

Threats

3 Where are sustainability challenges
creating broad
threats to future
organizational
viability?

gaps where we
can create new
solutions?

Sustainability Challenges

Go through the questions as a team, or
individually first, then discuss as a team.
Write your answers below.

1 Which challenges are most likely to have a negative impact
on our viability over the next 5-10 years and which challenges
are we most able to help solve during that timeframe?

1.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
7.________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Metzger, Eliot; Putt Del Pino, Samantha; Prowitt, Sally; Goodward, Jenna; Perera, Alexander  
“sSWOT: A Sustainability SWOT” World Resources Institute (2012) www.wri.org/publication/sswot
9
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Step 3: Identify Priorities continued

Strategy Leverages What You Have on the Inside
Now that you understand the impact of these pressing global
sustainability challenges, we will look more deeply at what
unique expertise you have to help solve them—while driving
more resources to your unit. We have developed a way for
units to think about new sustainability opportunities in light

E

of their unique internal expertise, passion, and resource
requirements. We call it the Convergence Model.
The purpose is to find a sustainability strategy that builds on
your abilities, aligns with your passion, increases resources,
and works to resolve societal challenges.

Description of the Convergence Model

x per t i s e
io
Pas s n

Unique
Contribution
to
Sustainability

Passion: What does your unit really care about?
This is not a brainstorm of individual areas of
interest, but an identification of what, at the end of
the day, your unit really cares about collectively.

Res ources

Resources: Where do your financial and other
resources come from?
The university, and therefore each unit, must
remain financially viable. For an academic unit,
what ultimately determines your financial viability?
For a cost recovery unit, what is your core
business model?

Su
The Convergence Model
for Sustainability Strategy,
adapted from Jim Collins10

Expertise: What is your unit really good at?
Pinpoint the unique expertise or ability where you
could truly be the best at Penn State, in the country,
in the world.

s t ain a bilit y

Sustainability: What does sustainability
mean to your unit?
This is where you plug in the result from
Step 1: how sustainability connects with your
unit mission and expertise.

A worksheet on page 22 will help you go
through the model. First, let’s take a look
at some examples on the facing page...

Collins, J. C. (2001). Good to Great: Why some companies make the
leap – and others don’t. New York, NY: HarperBusiness.

10
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Some Examples of Convergence From our Pilots
Penn State Public Media

Office of Physical Plant (Finance & Business)

Video
E xp

Facilities Management

er t is e

E xp

Centrally
funded;
Client
funded
y

Demand for Sustainability Literacy

Smeal College of Business
Business Case
E xp

er t is e

Pas
sion

Resources

Tuition;
Industry
Partnerships

Every student will
leave able to make
the business case
for sustainability.

Su

s t ain a b ilit

Tomorrow’s
Business
Leaders

Resources

s t ain a b ilit

sion

sion

Resources

Su

Pas

Pas

Educating
the Public

Creating compelling
video to build
sustainability literacy
Selffunded;
cost
recovery

er t is e

Reduced cost
and risk through
integrated design
and delivery

Su

s t ain a b ilit

Customer
Service and
Operational
Excellence

y

Resource Scarcity and Price Volatility

After looking outside at
sustainability challenges, a
look inside starts to suggest
where a unit could make a
significant contribution with
benefits for society that
also help to meet the unit’s
financial requirements. When
both are satisfied, the result
is a sustainable path forward.

y

Need for Business Solutions
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Worksheet
Develop a Convergence Model: Write your conclusion for each factor in the
corresponding boxes and see where the convergence happens for your unit. Refer back to
the description of the four factors and the examples provided on previous pages.

What is your unit really good at?

What does your unit really care about?

E xp

er t is e

Pas
sion

Resources

Where do your financial and
other resources come from?

Unique
Contribution
to Sustainability

What does sustainability
mean to your unit?
Su

s t ain a b ilit

y

Write a statement that summarizes what you learned:

Before You
Go On!
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Go back to page 5
and write your
conclusions in Step 3.

